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The orbital free ab initio molecular dynamics method is applied to study the static and dynamic

structure of liquid Al near the triple point. The method uses a new kinetic energy functional, along

with a local pseudopotential constructed within the same kinetic energy functional. The results

obtained for the dynamic structure factor are compared with recent experimental data. © 2001

American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1389473#

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics ~MD! has become a useful tech-

nique for studying the properties of liquid systems. Whereas

classical molecular dynamics ~CMD! techniques require

inter-particle potentials in which the electronic degrees of

freedom are hidden, the ab initio molecular dynamics

~AIMD! methods compute the forces acting on the nuclei

from electronic structure calculations which are performed as

the MD trajectory is generated. Lately, there has been a large

increase in the application of AIMD methods based on the

density functional theory ~DFT!,1,2 which allows, for given

nuclear positions, the calculation of the ground state elec-

tronic energy of a collection of atoms, and also yields the

forces on the nuclei via the Hellmann–Feynman ~HF! theo-
rem. Consequently, MD simulations can be performed in

which the nuclear positions evolve according to classical me-

chanics while the electronic subsystem follows adiabatically.

We present results of an AIMD simulation on the static

and dynamic properties of liquid Al near the triple point.

Most studies on this system have been performed by CMD

simulations combined with a variety of interatomic pair

potentials.3–5 The results obtained showed fair agreement

with the experimental data, with some discrepancies appear-

ing for either the static structure factor3,4 or the dynamic

structure factor.5 A recent AIMD simulation6 focusing on the

liquid static structural properties only, obtained results in

good agreement with experiment. Here, we test the ability of

the method to describe the dynamical properties.

II. THEORY

The total potential energy of N ions with valence Z, en-

closed in a volume V, and interacting with Ne5NZ valence

electrons through a local electron–ion potential v(r), is writ-

ten, within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, as the

sum of the direct ion–ion Coulombic interaction energy and

the ground state energy of the electronic system subject to

the external potential created by the ions, Vext(r,$Rl%)
5( i51

N
v(ur2Riu),

E~$Rl%!5(
i, j

Z2

uRi2Rju
1Eg@rg~r!,Vext~r,$Rl%!# , ~1!

where rg(r) is the ground state electronic density and Rl are
the ionic positions. According to DFT, the ground state elec-

tronic density minimizes the energy functional

E@r~r!#5Ts@r#1Eext@r#1EH@r#1Exc@r# , ~2!

where the terms represent the electronic kinetic energy,

Ts@r# , of a noninteracting system with density r(r), the
electron–ion interaction energy, Eext@r# , the classical elec-

trostatic Hartree energy, EH@r# , and the exchange–

correlation energy, Exc@r# , for which we will adopt the local

density approximation. In the Kohn–Sham approach to den-

sity functional theory ~KS-DFT!,2,7,8 the noninteracting elec-
tron kinetic energy, Ts@r# , is calculated exactly using single

particle orbitals which yield the electron density r , but at the
cost of a huge computational effort. However, this can be

alleviated somewhat by adopting an orbital-free approach in

which an explicit but approximate density functional for

Ts@r# is used.1,9 Although the von Weizsäcker term,

TW@r(r)#5
1
8*dru¹r(r)u2/r(r), is thought to be essential

for a good description of the kinetic energy in the limit of

rapidly varying density,10 other terms are usually incorpo-

rated so as to reproduce correctly some exactly known limits.

In the uniform density limit, the kinetic energy is given by

the Thomas–Fermi functional, TTF@r(r)#5
3
10*dr r(r)

3kF(r)
2, where kF(r)5(3p2)1/3r(r)1/3 is the local Fermi

wave vector; and for an almost uniform density, linear re-

sponse theory ~LRT! becomes correct, with a response func-
tion given by the Lindhard function.

The computational advantages of the orbital-free ab ini-

tio molecular dynamics ~OF-AIMD! simulations have stimu-a!Electronic mail: david@liq1.fam.cie.uva.es
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lated the development of accurate kinetic energy func-

tionals.9 We mention particularly the form proposed by Garcı́

a-González et al.11 which we have used in this work in the

following simplified version: Ts5TW1Tb ,

Tb5

3

10E dr r~r!5/322bk̃~r!2 ~3!

k̃~r!5~2kF
0 !3E ds k~s!wb~2kF

0 ur2su!, ~4!

where k(r)5(3p2)1/3r(r)b, kF
0 is the Fermi wave vector

corresponding to a mean electron density r0 , and wb(x) is a
weight function determined by requiring the correct recovery
of both the LRT limit and the uniform density limit. It is
most important to note that this functional is positive definite
for any value of b . Moreover, in the kF

0
→0 limit when the

mean electron density vanishes ~for instance in a finite sys-
tem!, the von Weizsäcker term is recovered if b54/9,
whereas for other values of b , the limit is TW1CTTF . In
these simulations we have used a value of b50.51, close to
4/9 and for which the coefficient C in the kF

0
→0 limit is

0.046. This guarantees that minimization of the energy can
be achieved for the thermodynamic states we consider.

Another key ingredient of the energy functional is the
ionic pseudopotential, vps(r), used to describe the ion–
electron interaction. We sketch the main steps in its construc-
tion and further details will be given elsewhere.12 First, the
electronic density distribution is constructed for a model sys-
tem composed of an homogeneous electron gas ~jellium! of
density r05Ne /V , in which a spherical cavity has been
made and where an Al nucleus has been inserted. This is
performed using the KS-DFT approach to obtain the core
and valence electronic states. The latter ones are used to
determine the change, n(r), in the valence electron density
induced in the jellium by the presence of the Al nucleus and
the cavity — the displaced valence electron density. Now,
r2n(r) exhibits rapid oscillations for small r, because of the
orthogonality constraint between valence and core electronic
wave functions with the same angular momentum. But the
n(r) will be used to construct a local pseudopotential which,
by its very definition, makes impossible the appearance of
orthogonality oscillations as no bound states can exist; there-
fore, they are removed as shown in Ref. 13. Next, an effec-
tive local pseudopotential, vps(r), is constructed which when
inserted into the jellium together with the cavity, reproduces,
within the OF-DFT procedure, the same displaced valence
electronic density. This is achieved by inserting n(r) into the
Euler equation, obtained by minimizing the energy func-
tional of Eq. ~2!, together with the normalization constraint
*Vdr n(r)5Z ,

dTs@r#

dr~r!
1

dEext@r#

dr~r!
1

dEH@r#

dr~r!
1

dExc@r#

dr~r!
2m50, ~5!

where r(r)5r01n(r) and m is a Lagrange multiplier cho-
sen so that the pseudopotential vanishes at large distances.
Moreover, due to the spherical symmetry of the system, all
the magnitudes depend on uru[r .

In our simulations we consider N ions in a cubic cell
with periodic boundary conditions. Given the positions of the

ions at time t, the electronic density is expanded in plane
waves, the energy functional is minimized with respect to the
Fourier coefficients of the expansion, yielding the ground
state electronic density and energy, and finally the HF theo-
rem is used to obtain the forces on the ions which along with
the Verlet leapfrog algorithm are used to update the ionic
positions and velocities.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Liquid Al has been simulated at a thermodynamic state
close to the triple point for which T5943 K and the number
density, r50.0529 Å23. We have used 205 particles, the
time step was 0.001 ps, the equilibration lasted for 10 ps, and
the calculation of properties was made averaging over an-
other 30 ps. The cutoff energy for the plane-wave expansion
was 30 Ry.

The obtained static structure factor, S(q), is shown in
Fig. 1, along with the corresponding experimental data mea-
sured by x-ray14,15 and neutron diffraction.16 Comparison
shows small differences in the region 2 Å21<q< 5 Å21,
with the neutron values being slightly greater than the x-ray
ones and with our OF-AIMD results sitting remarkably well
between both sets of experimental data, although closer to
the x-ray results. Moreover, by the relation S(q→0)
5rkBTkT , we have determined the isothermal compress-
ibility, kT , obtaining a value of 2.37 ~in 10211 m2 N21

units! which is close to the experimental value17 of 2.43.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained for the normalized ve-
locity autocorrelation function of a tagged ion in the fluid,
Z(t)5^v1(t)v1(0)&/^v1

2& . It exhibits the typical backscatter-
ing behavior, along with other features similar to those of the
simple metals near melting,18,19 namely, the deepness of the
first minimum is around 0.20 and the following maximum is
rather weak, with a maximum value very close to zero; in
fact, a very similar shape, although with a narrower first

FIG. 1. Static structure factors of liquid Al at 943 K. Full circles: experi-
mental x-ray diffraction data ~14 and 15!. Open circles: experimental neu-
tron diffraction data ~16!. Continuous line: OF-AIMD simulations.

FIG. 2. OF-AIMD result for the normalized velocity autocorrelation func-
tion of liquid Al at 943 K.
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minimum, was also obtained in the CMD simulations.5 The
self-diffusion coefficient, D, can be found by either the time
integration of Z(t) or from the slope of the mean square
displacement dR2(t)[^uR1(t)2R1(0)u

2& of a tagged ion in
the fluid. These lead, respectively, to DOF-AIMD50.53 and
0.56 Å2/ps. Unfortunately, no experimental data are avail-
able for the D of liquid Al and we can only compare with the
results of a full KS-DFT calculation20 for liquid Al near the
triple point, using 64 particles and a non-local Bachelet–
Hamann–Schluter pseudopotential,21 which gave DKS-DFT

50.60 Å2/ps, derived from the slope of the corresponding
dR2(t). We note that the CMD simulations5 with several pair
potentials gave values within the range 0.4120.45 Å2/ps.

A key role in the dynamical properties is played by the
dynamic structure factor S(q ,v), which embodies the col-
lective dynamics of density fluctuations. It has been obtained
by a time Fourier transform of the intermediate scattering
function, F(q ,t), which is the quantity directly evaluated in
the OF-AIMD simulations. The calculated S(q ,v), convo-
luted with the experimental resolution function and including
the detailed balance condition are compared in Fig. 3 with
the experimental inelastic x-ray scattering ~IXS! data of
Scopigno et al.,22 for liquid Al at T51000 K. Although the
agreement is generally good, there are discrepancies in the
height of the central and side peaks, but the positions of the
side peaks are fairly well reproduced. Indeed the calculated
S(q ,v) show well defined side peaks ~representative of the
existence of collective density excitations! up to q'1.6
Å21, which amounts to '3/5qp . Similar results, although

with a better description of the central peak at the lowest
q-values, were also obtained in the CMD simulations;5 nev-
ertheless, it must be noted that the CMD F(q ,t) were previ-
ously fitted to an analytical expression interpolating between
the ideal gas and viscoelastic models, and therefrom the
S(q ,v) were derived. From the positions of the side peaks,
vm(q), the dispersion relation of the density fluctuations has
been obtained and is shown in Fig. 4, along with the disper-
sion relation obtained from the maxima, v l(q), of the cur-
rent correlation function, J l(q ,v)5v2S(q ,v).

In the small-q region, the slope of the dispersion relation
gives the adiabatic sound velocity, cs(q)5v thAg/S(q),
where v th is the thermal velocity and g is the ratio of the
specific heats. In the limit q→0, this quantity reduces to the
bulk adiabatic sound velocity. Extrapolating the OF-AIMD
results for S(q) and using the experimental value23 of g
'1.25, we obtain a value of '4850 m/s for the bulk adia-
batic sound velocity which compares reasonably well with
the experimental value17 of '4700 m/s. Figure 4 shows a
positive dispersion, i.e., an increase of v l(q) with respect to
the values predicted by the hydrodynamic adiabatic sound
velocity. Similar behavior is exhibited in the IXS data of
Scopigno et al.22 with a maximum at '0.45 Å21. Moreover,
this effect has also been observed experimentally in other
liquid metals, i.e., Li, Na, Rb, and Cs.24

We conclude by signaling that the above-given results
suggest that liquid Al exhibits dynamical features rather
similar to those already observed in the liquid alkali metals.
Moreover, the good agreement with the available experimen-
tal results supports the suitability of the OF-AIMD method to
describe the dynamical features of liquid Al near melting.
The discrepancies found for the dynamic structure factor
may indicate, in our opinion, the need for improvements in
the ionic pseudoptential. Further work in that direction is in
progress.
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